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Typhoon “Songda” 
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Typhoon “Songda” near the 
coast of British Columbia 

 14 October 2016 
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Storm surges of 13-16 October 2016 along 
the coast of British Columbia 

Outer coast                         Inner coast 



Storm surge heights (13-16 October 2016) 

South BC and north WA 



Sea level and atmospheric pressure on the 
western and southern coasts of Vancouver Island 

Sea level   Air pressure 

Four in one: storm surge + seiches + MT + IG-waves! 



Sea level   Air pressure 

High-frequency sea level and atmospheric 
pressure oscillations on the oceanic coast of VI 



High-frequency sea level and atmospheric 
pressure oscillations on the oceanic coast of VI 

Sea level   Air pressure 



Simultaneous sea level oscillations 
at Tofino and Bamfield Extreme sea level 

response 



Actual and isostatic sea level 
responses to air pressure 

Meteotsunami! 

Non-isostatic sea level 
response (“bottom pressure”) 

Sea level oscillations at Tofino and Port Alberni 



Meteorological tsunamis are long oceanic waves that 
have approximately the same spatial and temporal scales as 
ordinary tsunamis, and can affect coastal regions in a similar 
destructive way, but are generated not by underwater 
earthquakes, volcanic explosions or landslides, but by 
atmospheric disturbances (hurricanes, frontal passages, squall 
lines, internal atmospheric waves or by jumps of atmospheric 
pressure) 

Tsunami and 
meteotsunami records 

Tsunami and 
meteotsunami spectra 



Generation of long waves in the ocean 

Rabinovich (2009) 

Direct generation of 
long ocean waves 

by atmospheric 
disturbances 



Similarity of meteotsunamis 
and slide generated tsunamis 

cUFr /=

U
),( yxghc =

- Froude number 

- slide speed 
- longwave 
speed 

Most effective 
generation is 
when Fr = 1.0 



Four conditions to generate meteorological tsunamis 
(destructive atmospheric-generated tsunami-like waves) 

 
(1)  Significant atmospheric disturbance (pressure, jump, gale,  

  frontal passage, squall, atmospheric gravity waves, etc. ) 
 
(2) Resonant conditions in the open ocean or on the shelf: 

Proudman resonance  [Proudman, 1929]: U  = c  
 
Greenspan resonance [Greenspan, 1956]: Ul = cn 
 
shelf resonance: disturbance period/wavelength = resonant 

   period/wavelength of the shelf 

Proudman resonance 



(3) Strong resonant amplification (high Q-factor) of the 
 bay/inlet/harbour (long narrow inlets, 
 ‘bottle-like’ bays and well protected harbours à “harbour 
  paradox” [Miles and Munk, 1961]) 

 
 and/or 

      topographic amplification due to wave geometric focusing  
 (‘V-shaped bays’) 

(Common situation is combination of  
these two factors, like in Vela Luka) 

(4) Harbour resonance: matching of arriving and harbour 
 frequencies 



«Rissaga»: Ciutadella Harbour, 
Menorca Island, Baleares, Spain 

June 21, 
1984 

Meteotsunami (“rissaga”) in Ciutadella 
Harbour, Spain 

LAST-97 Experiment 

Rabinovich and  
Monserrat (1996, 1998) 
Monserrat et al. (1998) 



Vela Luka, Korčula Island, Croatia, 
June 21, 1978 

Meteorological tsunami 

Wave heights à up to 6 m, typical period à ~ 22 min 



Meteotsunami 

August 5, 2008, Maly Loshin Island, Croatia 



27.06.2014 

25-26.06.2014 

25.06.2014 

23.06.2014 

Ciutadella 

Meteorological  tsunami! 

23-27 June 
2014 



cUFr /=

Froude number (Fr) in various parts of the 
Mediterranean on June 22-27, 2014 



cUFr /=

Froude number (Fr) in various parts of the 
Mediterranean on June 22-27, 2014 



Spain 23.06.2014 Ciutadella, Menorca 
Island, Balearic islands 



Croatia 
25-26.06.2014 

Stari Grad Vrboska Sciga 



Vela Luka Croatia 
25-26.06.2014 



Italy 
25.06.2014 Mazara del Vallo 

western coast of Sicily (I) 



Mazara del Vallo  

Ninfa 

Italy 
25.06.2014 
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This figure explains how a 3-cm wave in the open ocean amplifies to a 5-meter  
wave in the head of the bay.  (The figure is based on results of Hibiya and Kajiura, 1981). 

Wave amplitude 

Metotsunami 
formation 

 
Destructive meteotsunami 
in Nagasaki Bay (Kyushu 
Island, Japan) on March 
31, 1979. Three people 
killed… 



Destructive meteotsunami on the coast of New 
Jersey caused by the derecho of June 13, 2013 

Urgent CBS News of June 13, 2013: Tsunami hit the coast of New Jersey!  



Solitary wave! 

Tsunami in Odessa on 27 June 2014 



Meteotsunami in Brazil 
Praya-do-Casino,  February 9, 2014 



Panama City, FL 

Time (days) 

Panama City Beach, FL Wave height ~1.4 m 
Period ~10 min 
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Meteotsunami in the Gulf of Mexico 
Panama City, Florida, March 28, 2014 



Meteotsunami in the World Ocean: 1995 



Meteotsunami in the World Ocean: 2017 



•  The “Songda” typhoon produced a very 
strong storm on 13-16 October 2016 along the 
coast of British Columbia and generated several 
hazardous phenomena, including storm surge, 
strong seiches, IG-waves and meteotsunami 

•  An extreme sharp “knife-like” increase of sea 
level at Tofino and neighboring sites may be 
recognized as meteotsunami (!) 

 

Conclusions 



•  “Meteotsunamis” are still an underestimated  
natural hazard but recent destructive (even 
catastrophic!) events in various regions of the 
globe demonstrate the importance of this 
phenomenon 

•  An extreme sea response (meteotsunami) at 
Tofino appears to be related to the frontal 
passage and abrupt fall of the air pressure, as 
well as to local resonant amplification of the 
signal at this specific site 



Thank 
you! 
 
Questio
ns? 



Four conditions to generate meteorological tsunamis 
(destructive atmospheric-generated tsunami-like waves) 

 
(1)  Significant atmospheric disturbance (pressure, jump, gale,  

  frontal passage, squall, atmospheric gravity waves, etc. ) 
 
(2) Resonant conditions in the open ocean or on the shelf: 

Proudman resonance  [Proudman, 1929]: U  = c  
 
Greenspan resonance [Greenspan, 1956]: Ul = cn 
 
shelf resonance: disturbance period/wavelength = resonant 

   period/wavelength of the shelf 

Proudman resonance 



(3) Strong resonant amplification (high Q-factor) of the 
 bay/inlet/harbour (long narrow inlets, 
 ‘bottle-like’ bays and well protected harbours à “harbour 
  paradox” [Miles and Munk, 1961]) 

 
 and/or 

      topographic amplification due to wave geometric focusing  
 (‘V-shaped bays’) 

(Common situation is combination of  
these two factors, like in Vela Luka) 

(4) Harbour resonance: matching of arriving and harbour 
 frequencies 





Meteotsunami in the Gulf of Mexico 
Panama City, Florida, March 28, 2014 



Black Sea 27.06.2014 Odessa 
Barograph record at Odessa 

Tide gauge record and wavelet 
f-t plot at Yalta (Crimea) 

Tide gauge record at Odessa 

Microbarograph records at Romania 

Constanta 
Mangalia 


